Coach Kelly: ‘cautious optimism’ for track season

By Bruce Brownstein

Springtime is officially here. Why? Well, two seasons begin tonight, both very important in their own way. On Thursday, the Red Sox kick off another American League campaign against Cleveland, and tonight, eight of twelve National Hockey League Stanley Cup hopefuls do battle for this sport’s most prestigious professional trophy.

And that means another year of trying to predict the winners, but only in one of the two instances. I’ll deviate most of this column to baseball, since there is at least reasonable doubt that the four division winners last year will repeat.

Although the Wolfpack bunted better stockwork, superior skills overall, and a style quite aggressive as MIT’s, the laxmen simply outplayed the Engineers tonight, 20-6, in the third quarter of the third game on the season.

Saturday, MIT survived both freezing rain and its own mistakes to notch a come-from-behind 9-7 win over Babson at Briggs Oval.

A sparse crowd witnessed MIT’s effort, marked by four goals in the game’s last seven minutes. The Jumbos, who battled William and Mary, and Eastern Kentucky, scored goals within 2.5 minutes of each other last Saturday, 1-1, and dominated the game tonight.

MIT’s effort, marked by four goals in the game’s last seven minutes, was enough to erase a 3-2 deficit and pull away to a 9-7 win over Babson at Briggs Oval.

The varsity and freshman high jump record holders, 78” and 79” respectively, are also on hand to add depth to the team. With twelve returning lettermen and ample thinclad history, the MIT track team looks to develop into one of MIT’s best.

The team looks exciting not only because of its depth, but because it possesses enough quality individuals to develop into one of the championship meets in the entire New England conference. If the Bavers can overcome the New Hampshire and Yale handicaps, a certain number of conference titles is assured.
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